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Jordan B. Peterson’s “12 Rules for Life” is quite the thought-provoking read. The Canadian clinical psychologist puts

forth his ideas about personality, being, existence; the interconnectedness of order and chaos, two forces evident in

all of life; the gender roles assignment discourse; the source of the world’s greatest evils, and many other

controversial topics. 

It is refreshing, and sometimes confusing, how he weaves biblical accounts and characters into the telling of his

stories. But what might raise the hairs of most are his views on political correctness regarding postmodernism,

white-privilege, cultural appropriation and everything in between. One thing is clear about Peterson. He is a man

unapologetic of his views, which are largely unpopular, closely conservative, and politically incorrect.

This book contains a comprehensive, well detailed summary and key takeaways of the original book by Jordan B.Jordan B.
PetersonPeterson. It summarizes the book in detail, to help people effectively understand, articulate and imbibe the original
work by Peterson. This book is not meant to replace the original book but to serve as a companion to it
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